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For the firs t time, the average value retention of the "Bushwick Burkin" on the secondary market exceeded all legacy brands , per Rebag's  third
annual Clair Report. Image credit: Rebag
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Resale platform Rebag is sharing surprising statistics on secondhand sales, including generational shifts in
purchasing power.

The 2022 Clair Report examines the value of luxury brands on the resale market. Each year, Rebag's Clair Report
offers the luxury industry an annual appraisal index, detailing shifts in the secondhand space.

"Consumer shopping trends have shifted immensely over the last year," says Charles Gorra, CEO and founder at
Rebag, in a statement.

"This year's Clair Report offers unique insight to how customers are shopping and making informed decisions with
their purchases more than ever before," he said. "We hope these insights will continue to provide transparency in the
luxury market at large, expand the product life cycle, and create more circularity."

For this report, Rebag pulls data from its AI pricing tool, Clair.
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Despite the overperformance of a fashion underdog, though, Rebag's report makes clear that luxury's trinity
maintains its grip on the resale market.

As far as top luxury brands are concerned, Rebag reports that Herms kept its top spot this year, retaining an average
of 103 percent in retail value, followed by Louis Vuitton at 92 percent, gaining 12 points y-o-y and Chanel, up 12
percentage points from 75 percent last year, to 87 percent in 2022.

Though priced incredibly modestly as compared to the above names it has outpaced in value retention on Rebag's
platform, Telfar's strict implementation of its  drop model has worked to drive bag exclusivity up since inception,
leading to increased resale value.

The newcomer's items typically exceed a 145 percent markup over the original MSRP.
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Born in 1996 with its oldest cohorts turning 25 this year per Pew Research, the rise is indicative of an increased
purchasing power permeating through Gen Z.

Italian fashion house Gucci, Kering-owned Italian fashion house Bottega Veneta, Italian fashion brand Prada and
Italian fashion house Fendi join its luxury peers in rising retention rates for the year. Rebag identifies marketing
initiatives such as Gucci's HA HA HA collection with Harry Styles (see story) and the Fendace collaboration (see
story) as sources of success.

Rebag's consumer resource, which covers brand value and pricing trend shifts, lists Chanel's quilted caviar mini
classic single flap top handle bag, Rolex's Oyster Perpetual Submariner Kermit Date automatic stainless steel and
cerachrom watch and Cartier's small 18-karat rose gold with diamonds Juste un Clou bracelet among its data-
backed, blue-chip bets of the handbags, watches & jewelry, and accessories worth investing in.

Shoppers and industry experts alike can review the free report at www.rebag.com/clair-report.
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